REDCO™ SWITCHBLADE™ is an innovated new conveyor belt cleaning system that replaces traditional scraper blades and belt wipers. The patented design uses a re-usable mounting base and a replaceable scraping blade section that can be quickly changed during routine maintenance. The advantage of REDCO™ SWITCHBLADE™ extends beyond the design, as field trials show it outlasts the competition by more than 3x in head-to-head competition and the innovative blade geometry starts cleaning your belts faster, with less “break-in” period.

Available in a wide range of belt sizes, REDCO™ SWITCHBLADE™ replacement blades are available in bulk 120” long sections for improved yield and custom cutting on site. Supercharge your belt cleaning system with REDCO™ SWITCHBLADE™.

Advantages of REDCO™ SWITCHBLADE™
- Fast replacement of blades saves equipment downtime and maintenance costs
- Re-usable base section saves cost
- Replacement blades available in stock lengths up to 120” for custom cut yields
- Proprietary geometry improves effectiveness and reduces blade “break-in” period
- Innovative design protected by 1 or more international patents

Common Applications
- Mining & Ore handling including Potash, Iron, Copper, Molybdenum, etc.
- Sand, Gravel & Aggregate
- Asphalt & Concrete
- Recycling & scrap materials handling
- Bitumen
- Grains & Feed
- Chemical Salts
- Custom OEM Conveying Systems

Extreme Environments
From -60°C (-76°F) to 90°C (194°F)

Industry Leading Performance
Patented Shape & Engineered Polymer Blade

Wear Resistant
Up to 3x longer life in application trials

Fast Implementation
- Simple to swap with most existing styles (Custom sizes are available)
- 3 Grades including, Standard, Low-Temp & Potash formula.
- High Viz for quick assessment of part life

Saves Downtime
Reduced labor and material waste

AVAILABLE FOR
BELTS 18” - 72”

Part Life for Wear Resistance

PLEASE NOTE: THIS INFORMATION IS PROVIDED TO ALLOW COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF REDWOOD PLASTICS VARIOUS MATERIALS VS OTHER MATERIALS. ALL INFORMATION SUPPLIED BY REDWOOD PLASTICS IN RELATION TO ITS PRODUCTS, WHETHER IN THE NATURE OF DATA, RECOMMENDATIONS OR OTHERWISE, IS SUPPORTED BY RESEARCH AND BELIEVED TO BE RELIABLE. NO LIABILITY WHATSOEVER SHALL ATTACH TO REDWOOD PLASTICS FOR ANY INFRINGEMENT OF RIGHTS OWNED OR CONTROLLED BY A THIRD PARTY IN INTELLECTUAL, INDUSTRIAL OR OTHER PROPERTY BY REASON OF THE APPLICATION, PROCESSING OR USE OF THE AFORE-MENTIONED INFORMATION OR PRODUCTS.

CAN 1.800.667.0999
USA 1.866.733.2684

sales@redwoodplastics.com | www.redwoodplastics.com